
Mboss™ Ridged Sock Aid
Catalog Number 73850-0000

To Use:
1.  Slide the sock over the end of the sock aid 

that does not have straps.

2.  While sitting down, hold the straps and place
the aid on the floor in front of your feet.

3.  Slip your toes into the sock and tug on the 
straps until your foot is completely inside.

4.  Continue pulling on the straps until the sock 
is all the way on and the aid slides out of the sock.

Strap Assembly:
1. Slide the strap through the slot in the MBoss™ Sock Aid. 

2. Place the strap underneath the buckle and run it up through Slot A,
over the buckle and down through Slot B and up through Slot C as
shown in figure 2. 

3. Cross strap back over the buckle and slide back through Slot A as in
figure 3. Pull taut.

4. Repeat with other side of the strap.
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